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Presentation Notes
Welcome to the 27th lecture in the Environmental Science Institute Outreach Lecture Series. In this lecture we take a journey into nanoscience, science and engineering at the smallest scales we can manipulate. Interested students and teachers can sign up for the Center for Nano- and Molecular Science and Technology mailing list by accessing the CNM website.  http://www.cm.utexas.edu/cnm/



Center for Nano- and Molecular
Science and Technology (CNMst)

Established October 1, 2000

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On October 1, 2000 the University of Texas at Austin established the Center for Nano- and Molecular Science and Technology (CNMst).  The CNM is a multidisciplinary, collaborative research center within the Texas Materials Institute. The mission of the CNM is to foster education, science, and engineering in nanoscience and nanotechnology at the University of Texas.Research in the center is presently comprised of four multidisciplinary research groups although collaboration across group  boundaries is also extremely active.  The research groups are focused in the following research areas: Bioelectronic materials  Molecular nanoscale electronic materials  Quantum dot and quantum wire nanoscale material  Nano-patterning and nano-imagingThe CNM is building a new $35 million nano center which will have opportunities for K-12 tour groups.  The building will be finished in February 2006.  Interested groups should contact the CNM website at any time to be added to the education mailing list. http://www.cm.utexas.edu/cnm/



Background and Motivation

“…Many of the great breakthroughs 
in science and technology in the 21st

century will be made by integrating 
the fundamental knowledge and 
tools of the individual disciplines to 
produce novel nanometer scale 
materials, devices, and 
technologies. 
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Presentation Notes
Manufactured products are made from atoms. The properties of those products depend on how those atoms are arranged. If we rearrange the atoms in coal we can make diamond. If we rearrange the atoms in sand (and add a few other trace elements) we can make computer chips. If we rearrange the atoms in dirt, water and air we can make potatoes. Today’s manufacturing methods are very crude at the molecular level. Casting, grinding, milling and even lithography for making computer chips move atoms in great thundering statistical herds. It's like trying to make things out of LEGO blocks with boxing gloves on your hands. Yes, you can push the LEGO blocks into great heaps and pile them up, but you can't really snap them together the way you'd like. In the future, nanotechnology will let us take off the boxing gloves. We'll be able to snap together the fundamental building blocks of nature easily, inexpensively and in most of the ways permitted by the laws of physics. This will be essential if we are to continue the revolution in computer hardware beyond about the next decade, and will also let us fabricate an entire new generation of products in numerous fields that are cleaner, stronger, lighter, and more precise



Nanostructures, nanomaterials and 
nanodevices have the potential for 
revolutionary technological and 
economic impact, quite analogous 
with what we have already seen 
from microelectronics”.

Larry Faulkner
President, The University of Texas
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Presentation Notes
Video ‘pills’ with bio-sensors and chip cameras to examine the body, computers that are 500 times more powerful than today’s, smart glasses, smart shoes and smart watches operating within body area networks are just some of the devices and products forecast to spin out of nanotechnology advances.There are expected to be impacts in biotechnology and biomedical applications which will witness a revolution. Other sectors that will see significant impacts are IT/Telecommunications, automotive applications, chemical applications, consumer goods, machinery, construction, energy production, and aerospace and defense. Countries around the world are gearing up to become world leaders in nanotechnology. For instance, in 2002 Taiwan started a six-year $650 million project for research and infrastructure building on nanotechnology and hopes to be spending $19 billion dollars on nanotechnology research and production by 2008. In the United States a $2.4 billion bill was recently passed known as the Nanotechnology Research and Development Act of 2003. This bill calls for a National Nanotechnology Research and Development Program to promote federal nanotechnology research, development, demonstration, education, technology transfer, and commercial application activities as necessary to ensure continued United States leadership in nanotechnology research and development.



• A nanometer is one billionth of a meter

• A nanometer is 3 to 4 atoms across

• The range of sizes between 1 and 100 
nanometers is the range we are working 
with in nanotechnology and studying in 
nanoscience

A Nanometer

Presenter
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What is nanotechnology? It's worth pointing out that the word "nanotechnology" has become very popular and is used to describe many types of research where the characteristic dimensions are less than about 1000 nanometers. For example, continued improvements in lithography have resulted in line widths that are less than one micron: this work is often called "nanotechnology." A micron is one millionth of a meter or 1,000 nanometers. Sub-micron lithography is clearly very valuable (ask anyone who uses a computer!) but it is equally clear that conventional lithography will not let us build semiconductor devices in which individual atoms are located at specific lattice sites. Many of the exponentially improving trends in computer hardware capability have remained steady for the last 50 years. There is fairly widespread belief that these trends are likely to continue for at least another several years, but then conventional lithography starts to reach its limits. If we are to continue these trends we will have to develop a new manufacturing technology which will let us inexpensively build computer systems with mole quantities of logic elements that are molecular in both size and precision and are interconnected in complex and highly idiosyncratic patterns. Nanotechnology will let us do this. Nanotechnology works in the range between 1 and 100 nanometers 



How Small is Nano?

Penny
1 cm

10-2 10-3 10-610-4 10-5 10-7 10-8 10-9(m)

Hair
50 µm

C60
1 nm

nano = 10-9 one millimeter = one million nanometers

Red Blood Cell
5 µm

(micrometers)

Flu Virus
100 nm (nanometers)
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When talking about very small lengths in addition to the term nanometer you will also find in use the term angstrom. An angstrom is one ten-billionth of a meter or 10 angstroms equal one nanometer. You will also encounter the term micron (micrometer) which is one millionth of a meter, and is given the following symbol: µ. There are 1000 nanometers in a micron.Centimeter 1/100 mMillimeter 1/1,000 mMicrometer 1/1,000,000 mNanometer 1/1,000,000,000 m



Unique Properties of Nano Materials 
Due to Their Size: Metals

Bulk Gold
Melting point = 1064oC 

Color = gold 

10 nm Gold Particles
Melting point = ~1000oC

Color = red
(λmax = 520 nm)

50 nm
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Size matters? An example of novel properties of nanomaterials.  The properties of metals are determined primarily by “sea of electrons” that are characteristic of such materials.  Nano particles of metals have spatially confined electron “seas” that, due to a special quantum-mechanical effect, have different properties than electrons in big pieces of metals.  The quantum-mechanical confinement effect is important when the size of the nano particle is smaller than the “quantum-mechanical size” of the electron.  The quantum-mechanical size of the electron is determined by the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle.We are not aware of a simple analogy to explain this effect which is why it is so hard to explain to students.  One should remember, however, that in quantum mechanics electrons are represented by waves.  When the size of a nanoparticle is small enough, the electron “wave” is sensitive to the walls of the particle.



Gold
Spheres
~100 nm

Silver 
Nanoprisms

~100 nm

Silver
Spheres
~80 nm

Silver
Spheres
~40 nm

Gold
Spheres
~100 nm

Silver
Spheres
~100 nm

200 nm

Tailorable Properties of Nanoparticles
Scattering of visible light from nanoparticles of different size/shape

C. A. Mirkin et al. Northwestern University
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Size matters? This is an example of size dependent properties.  By simply changing the size of silver and gold nanoparticles, you can tune the color of these materials throughout the visible region.  One material can be made to have any color you want.  Only nanoscience has effects like this.



CdSe/ZnS Core-Shell nanoparticles

2.3 nm 4.2 nm 4.8 nm 5.5 nm

Larger Band 
Gap

Smaller Band 
Gap

M. Bawendi et al, MIT 

Unique Properties of Nano Materials Due to 
Their Size: Semiconductors

Size of 
particles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cadmium selenide (CdSe) and zinc sulfide (ZnS) are are semiconductor materials. A semiconductor is neither a good conductor of electricity (like copper) nor a good insulator (like plastic). Computer chips are composed of semiconductor materials.  Just as in the case of metal nanoparticles, semiconductor nanoparticles also have physical properties that can be tuned by particle size.  A single semiconductor can be made to have a emitting wave length (color) for display applications that can be tuned all over the visible region by simply changing the particle size.  Semiconductor nanoparticles can also be used for tiny single-electron capacitors that have potential applications in data storage and computers, allowing for unprecedented small transistor-size and density of electronic elements.  As discussed below, this type of nano-miniaturization could be the key to future breakthroughs to computer technology.



Images of  
Rhodium 
nanoparticles 
showing atomic 
resolution  (top
and 
diffraction 
(bottom)

High Resolution Transmission Electron 
Microscopy  - HRTEM

b. c.
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Nanoscientists have developed chemical and physical approaches for the preparation of nanoparticles.  A number of different techniques are used to find out the size and structure of the particles nanoscientists prepare.  One of the most important techniques is high resolution transmission electron microscopy.  This technique uses a focused beam of electrons to take a microscopic image of a single nanoparticle.  A picture of this type is shown in the upper panel of this figure, demonstrating that electron microscopy can image individual atoms.  Electron microscopy is used instead of optical microscopy because optical microscopy cannot resolve objects smaller than about half the wavelength of visible light (about 250 nanometers) due to diffraction.  Since atoms are about 0.15 nanometers, visible light does not work.  Electrons get around this problem by having a much smaller effective “wavelength” which is determined by the Heisenberg Principle of Quantum Mechanics.  Since electrons are partially wave-like because of quantum mechanics they do, however, diffract in analogy to what happens with light.  Remember, light can be diffracted by a row of fine lines or holes.  Electrons are diffracted by a row of atoms and from the diffraction pattern, shown in the bottom of this figure, very precise information about the location of the atom. This technique allows the perfection of the atomic arrangement in the nanoparticle to be determined.



• Nanotechnology, a science that 
manipulates materials with atomic or 
molecular precision in the 1-100 
nanometer (one billionth of a meter) region

• It is regarded as the next basic technology 
to follow Information Technology and 
Biotechnology

Nanotechnology
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Whether we call it molecular nanotechnology or molecular manufacturing, nanotechnology allows us to:Get essentially every atom in the right place. Make almost any structure consistent with the laws of physics that we can specify in molecular detail. Have manufacturing costs not greatly exceeding the cost of the required raw materials and energy. 



Why are we moving into 
the Nanoworld?

• Novel phenomena, properties,
and processes at nanometer scale

• Efficient length scale for       
manufacturing: less space, less 
materials, less energy, faster

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Potential applications of the novel phenomena found in nano systems exist in virtually all areas of technology.  Better medical cures, better refrigerators, faster computers, better buildings, and more futuristic technologies will all be achieved when scientists and engineers learn out to harvest the unique power of nano materials.



• The emerging fields of nanoscience and 
nanotechnology are leading to unprecedented 
understanding and control over the fundamental 
building blocks of all physical things. 

• This is likely to change the way almost everything 
- from vaccines to computers to automobile tires 
to objects not yet imagined - is designed, 
engineered and manufactured made.

The Future



• Nano Patterning
– step and flash imprint lithography (SFIL)
– direct laser nanolithography
– near-field photolithography

• Nano Printing
– imprinting
– transfer printing

• Nano Materials 
Synthesis 
– Carbon Nano Tubes
– nanowires
– nanocrystals

Nano-imprint

Scientific Areas of Focus 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nano-structured, imprint device developed by Professor Willson and colleagues to “print” nanoscale images. 



Big News! 
A Supercomputer in Your Home!

Cray 1

Playstation 2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The tremendous increase in power and decrease in cost of computers is primarily due to micro-miniaturization.  In the future, nano-miniaturization should make even cheaper computers that are more powerful.  This will only be possible if we can learn how to harness the power of nano-technology.Cray One picture from http://www.utexas.edu/maps/main/images/img/img0040.gifSee more on Playstation at  http://www.us.playstation.com/consoles.aspx?id=2/info/415007666.html
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Nano-electronics
Evolution of Semiconductor Technology

Willson, UT
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In August of 2003, IBM announced plans to team up with Singapore's Chartered Semiconductor and Germany's Infineon Technologies to jointly develop next-generation computer chips using nanotechology. The project will focus on accelerating the move to produce 65 nanometer (nm) chips and later 45 nm semiconductors. Developing advanced semiconductor technology in the 'nano era' is becoming increasingly challenging for the entire industry. Looking ahead, semiconductor technologists envision that current microchip technologies will reach their physical limits, and be replaced by new structures, which in turn will be replaced by other technologies. Nanoscience research will drive the scientific progress that will provide the foundation for these replacement technologies 1,000  kilobytes = 1 megabyte�1,000 megabytes = 1 gigabyte



• A transistor now costs less than a single character printed in
the Dallas Morning News

• In 1987 a Cray I cost $8M and required 60Kwatts of
power…

• Today a play station II costs ~$200.00, draws about 5 watts
and does ~5x as many additions per sec as the Cray I!

• Ultimately, it all means $$ and ¥, DM…, etc.

What does it mean to me?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is easy to look at the phenomenal development of computing over the past 50 years and conclude this explosive growth must soon come to an end. However, this is to misunderstand the nature of the computer revolution and to ignore the experience of history.��The computer is the first machine to supplement the human brain. We are just beginning to comprehend the scale of what is possible. We can clearly see the beginnings of huge new industries growing directly and indirectly out of our present computer and information technology, each of which will dwarf what has been achieved to date. The first and most obvious growth area is the further convergence of telecoms and computing - mobile phones and laptops. This, in turn, will intensify the drive for miniaturization. ��Two examples of the implications of miniaturization flow from the way we will interact with pocket or wearable computers, and in due course even "wrist-watch" computers. Traditional keyboards and displays will no longer be practical. Keyboards will be obsolete as soon as we can break the speech recognition barrier. �No one has been able to push the accuracy up to the more than 99% required but when this breakthrough comes it will spawn an industry an order of magnitude larger than, say, Microsoft. Only computers use Microsoft's operating systems, whereas every machine will use speech recognition, synthesis, and translation.All semiconductor manufacturing companies are now trying to figure out how to make transistors that are even smaller than 100 nanometers.  Will this be possible?  Will it be achievable with inexpensive technology to be commercially viable?  These are the questions that must be answered before the semiconductor industry achieves its goals over the next few decades.



Making a computer chip: 
Top Down Approach

Substrate Material to be patterned

Light sensitive and/or 
Reactive material

Photoresist

Mask with desired pattern

• Multistep, Light Driven Process
• Sub-100 nm Resolution Possible but Extremely Difficult

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Making a computer with the top-down approach is like printing a photograph.  Each layer of the integrated circuit is “drawn” by a computer onto a mask which acts like the negative for the photograph.  Then, by a combination of chemistry and automation, the integrated circuit is made in layers, ultimately producing the microprocessor which is the heart of a modern computer.  In order to make nanocomputers, the light beam in the usual top-down approach will have to be displaced since optical diffraction limits the photolithography top-down approach to about 100 nanometers.  Other nanotechnology approaches are being developed.
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Exposure tools to print complex integrated circuits are arguably the most complex technological tools in existence.  A single tool can cost 10’s to 100’s of millions of dollars and a factory for making integrated circuits presently costs $1-3 billion.  If the trends of the last three decades continue, integrated circuit tools and factories will become so expensive that a single factory will cost more than the gross national product of most countries in the world.  Can this really continue, or will new technologies be developed based on nanomaterials that will allow us to produce lower cost computers more easily?



Making a computer chip: 
Bottom Up Approach

Materials Synthesis and Device Fabrication
Via Directed Assembly of 
Nanoscale Building Blocks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The bottom-up approach is roughly analogous of how a crystal of a material is formed.  The atoms assemble into an ordered array.  Biological systems use self-assembly at virtually every stage of growth to achieve fantastic organization over enormous distance scales.  Nanoscience is trying to figure out the mysteries of self-assembly in order to mimic them to create unnatural devices.  In order avoid the high cost of the top-down approach, nanoscientists have proposed to copy biology and build devices by the bottom-up or self-assembly approach.  In the bottom-up self-assembly approach, the chemistry of the components of the device direct the objects to assemble without imposing a specific order from a computer generated pattern.  Some combination of top-down and bottom-up will be necessary to make powerful integrated electronic and biomedical devices that achieve structural organization from the macroscopic to microscopic.  Obviously a microcomputer chip cannot simply assemble itself.  But perhaps pieces of it can.  A generation of new scientists and engineers, perhaps students today, will solve the enormous technological problem of merging the top-down and bottom-up approaches.



Nanotechnology is generally referred to 
as having a 'bottom-up' approach which 
refers to building structures atom-by-
atom, or molecule-by-molecule, as 
opposed to 'top-down' approaches of 
other existing technologies to 
manufacture end-products.

Bottom-up Vs. Top-Down



Kanji (atom) Molecular Yarn

Writing with atoms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The picture on the left shows the Kanji symbol for atom. Each symbol spans a few nanometers.  From Eigler, IBM.  This object was formed by a top-down approach in which the scientist placed every atom in a specific location with a tiny probe that pushed the atoms around the surface.  To construct a device by this approach would take billions of years if the device was large.  The molecular yarn, made of billions of atoms, formed in a fraction of a second by this self-assembly.  However, the exact position of each atom is not controlled in the yarn.  Can we copy biology and combine both approaches?The red lines in the figure on the right are a nanometer thick “molecular yarn” prepared from a few molecular threads, by a new procedure that was discovered in the Barbara group.  The threads that make up the yarn are only one molecule thick! The molecules that comprise the yarn are the same compound that is used to make the red colors in ordinary color photographs.  The Barbara group is exploring possible uses for molecular yarn such as in computer displays, color computer printers, and in the optical fiber technology



UT Austin Will Play an 
International Leadership Role in the  

Development of Nanotechnology
Biotechnology/Bioelectronics: Biochips Sensors, neural 
prosthetics, …

Nano Electronics:
memories, processing elements, photonics, display devices

Super Materials:
Conduction, magnetics, 

Processing Technology:
Bio-assisted patterning

Nanotechnology Tools:
Nano Metrology/Device Testing. Materials Characterization

Presenter
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Over 80 faculty in four colleges and ten departments at The University of Texas have major research projects in nanoscience and nanotechnology in these areas.  This is a complex and highly evolving endeavor.  UT is working to figure out how to make such information available to all of the nanotechnology stake holders, including K-12 students and educators.  Stand by for more information!  Our website will get better, we promise!



This atomic force 
image shows a 
nanotube (blue) 
with a kink.  
The tube is one 
nanometer wide!

Quantum Wires and Transistors

Presenter
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A shirt that monitors your temperature, heart rate, and the humidity? All that is possible with nano-electronics. The image above: An atomic force microscope image of a kinked nanotube (blue) connected to two nano- fabricated electrodes (yellow) on an silicon oxide insulating substrate (green). The kink results from the introduction of a pentagon and a heptagon into the hexagonal carbon lattice forming a junction between two tube segments with different atomic structures and electronic properties. Such intramolecular wires could form building blocks for nanotube-based molecular electronics.�Structures such as Quantum Wires and Quantum Transistors show positioning of individual atoms. This is a very important aspect of nanotechnology. Nanotubes are being used by companies as the basic building blocks for future production of Integrated Circuits, the hearts of computers. Positional assembly is frequently used in normal macroscopic manufacturing today, and provides tremendous advantages. Imagine trying to build a bicycle with both hands tied behind your back! The idea of manipulating and positioning individual atoms and molecules is still new and takes some getting used to. However, as the late Caltech physicist Richard Feynman said in a talk in 1959: "The principles of physics, as far as I can see, do not speak against the possibility of maneuvering things atom by atom." Nanotechnology attempts to apply at the molecular scale the concept that has demonstrated its effectiveness at the macroscopic scale: making parts go where we want by putting them where we want.



Semiconductor Nanowires

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this image taken with a scanning transmission electron microscope, two nanowires feature alternating bands of silicon (light) and a silicon germanium alloy (dark), which form interfaces that could be made into transistors, LEDs, and other types of electronic devices. Each wire is less than a hundredth the diameter of a human hair!From http://www.lbl.gov/Science-Articles/Archive/MSD-nanowires-Yang.htmlAt UT, the Korgel Group is on the cutting edge of studying and creating semiconductor nanowires, which will be the electronic carrying and switching backbone of future nano-devices. Semiconductor nanowires have attracted intense research attention. These one-dimensional structures have great potential for nanoscale devices due to their unique electrical and optical properties as well as their low dimensionality. In addition to the technological aspects, nanowires are of fundamental interest, since they exhibit quantum confinement effects. For example, as the diameter of the wire is reduced, the band gap increases compared to the bulk material, resulting in an observable blue shift of the PL spectrum. Future work includes further characterization of the wires by single-molecule spectroscopy, STM as well as measurements of electrical properties 



Molecular and Polymeric 
Light Emitting Display Devices, 
Lasers and Logic Transistors

Polymer Television  
(Seiko-Epson )
800x236 pixels, 
2 inch display, 

15 grams

Images from Cambridge Display Technology LTD.

Presenter
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A device like this picture uses molecular level light emission allowing displays to be thin and flexible.  The organic layer  (the yellow segments, emitting yellow light when a voltage is applied) is only 100 nanometers thick, about 1/5 the wavelength of visible light.  The orange film is the high-temperature plastic substrate on which the polymer nanolayers are coated.



Applications:

• organic transistors 
• sensors 
• organic-based laser physics 
• optics

Plastic and Flexible Electronics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Same high-temperature plastic substrate as was in the previous slide can be built to contain electronic semiconductor circuits to do the work of electronics in an incredibly thin layer.



Natural Nanotechnology

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nanotechnology offers the prospect of designing and building novel materials and devices at the atomic level. A long-term goal of this field is to devise nanomachines that will be able to store, retrieve and replicate programs accurately, acquire raw materials, assemble them according to their programming, and obtain or generate the energy needed to carry out these elementary processes. Such capabilities are necessary before a nanomachine can ultimately replicate itself. Much of the current work in the design of nanomachines has utilized mechanical analogies in an attempt to duplicate macroscopic mechanisms, such as gears and rods, on a microscopic scale. An alternative paradigm to the `mechanical engineering' approach to nanomachines is provided by biological systems. At the cellular level, information is stored by sequences of nucleic acids, which constitute the programs for the key functions of the organism. With the aid of appropriate enzymes, the specific sequence of nucleic acids is replicated, and, when necessary, repaired, with an error rate of only 10-6. Other enzymes enhance the rates of chemical reactions in cells by several orders of magnitude. These reactions allow for building long biopolymers and operating the cellular machinery in an accurate and highly controlled manner. The energy necessary to drive these chemical reactions is captured from the environment by specialized assemblies of proteins. One broad class of energy-capturing proteins converts light energy into chemical energy, in the form of proton gradients across membranes. Since light energy can easily be distributed over large areas, we can envision large 2-dimensional arrays of nonomachines, each including a set of proton pumps for its power supply. However, naturally occurring light-driven proton pumps, such as bacteriorhodopsin, are complex and involve many, sometimes poorly-understood, stages. Groups are studying the design of a simple, light-driven proton pump using state-of-the-art molecular modeling to create nanomachines in the future capable of creating energy from light with many times the efficiency of existing technologies.



• Biological system already use 
nanotechnology…your mitochondria are 
a nanosized power source for your cells

• There are many application for 
nanoscience in biotechnology

• The tools of biotechnology are useful in 
other areas of nanotechnology

Bio-Nano Science

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nanotechnology provides many new opportunities to work across traditional disciplinary boundaries to develop novel materials and devices. Nowhere is this truer than in the biological applications, where a fusion of chemistry with physics and biology will open up many new horizons. Biological molecules are themselves the premier, proven examples of the feasibility and utility of nanotechnology – in effect, "lessons from nature" informing the design of nanoscale machines. Bionanotechnology aims to learn from nature - to understand the structure and function of biological devices and to utilize nature's solutions in advancing science and engineering. Evolution has produced an overwhelming number and variety of biological devices that function at the nanometer or molecular level and which provide performance that is unsurpassed by man-made technologies.Some of the research areas of bio-nano science are:Self Assembly of biological materials Molecular motors Structure and function of proteins Molecular systems at interfaces Analytical techniques for bio-nanotechnology 



Outcomes of Nanotechnology

• Materials: Catalysts, nanocomposites, sensors

• Information Technology: High density    
information storage, enhanced speed

• Medicine: Drug delivery system, tissue 
engineering, disease detection

• Environment: Water purification, clean energy

• National Security: Bio-detection

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nanotechnology is expected to be the next revolution with implications throughout society not only by becoming the driving economic force for the future global economy and the basis for manufacturing in almost every sector of the economy, but also through the social and cultural impacts it will have. It will change the way we live and how we live with one another and the natural world as fundamentally as any of the great technological advances of the past 5 centuries.



Promise of Nanotechnology:
Societal Impacts

• Knowledge Base

• A new world of industrial products

• Would require worldwide 2 million nanotech 
workers

• Improved health care: extend life-span, human 
capabilities

• Sustainability: agriculture, water, energy, materials, 
environment

M.C. Roco, NSF, 11/05/02
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The study of nanoscale systems promises to lead to fundamentally new advances in science and engineering and in our understanding of biological, environmental, and planetary systems. It also will redirect our scientific approach toward more generic and interdisciplinary research. Nanoscience is at the unexplored frontiers of science and engineering, and it offers one of the most exciting opportunities for innovation in technology. Nanotechnology will provide the capacity to create affordable products with dramatically improved performance. This will come through a basic understanding of ways to control and manipulate matter at the nanometer scale and through the incorporation of nanostructures and nanoprocesses into technological innovations. It will be a center of intense international competition when it lives up to its promise as a generator of technology.Nanotechnology promises to be a dominant force in our society in the coming decades. Commercial inroads in the hard disk, coating, photographic, and pharmaceutical industries have already shown how new scientific breakthroughs at this scale can change production paradigms and revolutionize multibillion-dollar businesses. However, formidable challenges still remain in fundamental understanding of systems on this scale before the potential of nanotechnology can be realized. Some of those who will be solving these challenges are in your classrooms now.The promise of sustainability: Nanotechnology will improve agricultural yields for an increased population, provide more economical water filtration and desalination, and enable renewable energy sources such as highly efficient solar energy conversion; it will reduce the need for scarce material resources and diminish pollution for a cleaner environment. For example, in 10 to 15 years, projections indicate that nanotechnology-based lighting advances have the potential to reduce worldwide consumption of energy by more than 10%, reflecting a savings of $100 billion dollars per year and a corresponding reduction of 200 million tons of carbon emissions.



Nanotechnology in the World
Estimated government sponsored R&D in $ millions/yr

Senate Briefing, May 24, 2001 (M.C. Roco), Updated April 30 2002

* Australia, Canada, China, E. Europe, FSU, Israel, Korea, Singapore, Taiwan
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The United States is not alone in recognizing nanotechnology's importance. Instead of a substantial U.S. lead similar to those the U.S. enjoyed in many fields of research as a result of the transfer of industrial power and technology after World War II, nanotechnology research starts from roughly the same baseline in all countries. Experts estimate that Europe, Asia Pacific and the United States may be spending approximately equal amounts on nanotechnology research in future years.



Nanobusiness Keeps on Growing

Materials: $340B/y in 10 years for materials and processing

Electronics: $300B/y for semiconductor industry, integrated circuits

Pharmaceuticals: about half of production will depend on 
nanotechnology, affecting about $180 B/y

Chemical plants: nanostructured catalysts in petroleum and 
chemical processing, about $100B/y

Aerospace: about $70B/y in 10 years

Tools (measurement, simulations): ~ $22 B/y in 10 years

M.C. Roco, NSF, 11/05/02

Prospect: ~ $1 trillion / year in 2010-2015



A Better Future 
Through New 
Technology

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Human ingenuity has kept the predictions of social and physical collapse by many scientists and writers from happening. With the world’s population expected to reach levels of around 9 billion people by the middle of this century, our ingenuity will be tested to the limits. There is no simple formula for living with each other, and for living with the natural world we depend on. But if we are to succeed, the wise application of nanoscience through nanotechnology will certainly be part of the picture.



Dr. Paul Barbara
Paul Barbara was born in New York, NY in 1953. He attended Hofstra 
University, earning a B.A. in 1974, and then went on to perform graduate 
work with R.G. Lawler at Brown University, receiving his Ph.D. in 1978. 
From 1978 to1980 he carried out postdoctoral work at Bell Laboratories, 
working with P. M. Rentzepis. He joined the faculty of the University of 
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